Using Film to Strengthen
·
Communities

Filmmaker and teacher Carla LynDale Carter-Bishop, left,
and film student Avaughn Lardell on the set of "Voices of
the Hill. " The film is part of CIFF's Connecting & Illuminating
Future Filmmakers, or CIFP, that connects local teen film
students with women of color filmmakers to address identity,
equality, and perseverance in the filmmaking community.

T

he first time Carla LynDale
Carter-Bishop picked up a camera,
she couldn't put it down.
Her first documentary came about when
she and her camera were asked by four
homeless men on the South Side of Chicago
to film them and tell their stories.
"They were tired of the assumptions that
people had about them ... and just wanted to
express themselves," she says. "That's when I
really fell in love with filmmaking, seeing that
it had the power to give people a voice."
From there, her passion grew. Filmmaking
became her way to give back to the community and live a life of service. Her latest film,
"Voices of the Hill," is the story and history
ofTwinsburg Heights, the predominantly
black neighborhood that surrounds the mostly
white city ofTwinsburg, Ohio.
Students from Twinsburg High School
were part of the creative process and
researched, interviewed, and filmed elders
in the neighborhood.
Teaching these students and watching them
develop their skills is "something magical" that
Carter-Bishop loves to witness.
"Seeing students telling their own stories,
empowering them, seeing skills such as
confidence, leadership, creativity, ... all come

out of students by giving them a camera and
letting them know that we all have a story
worthy of being heard. I love it."
Carter-Bishop admits that the creative
process isn't always easy, something she would
honestly tell anyone interested in the craft.
Filmmaking takes a lot of work, passion, and
a commitment to your vision, she says. "Your
first project will probably be horrible," she
admits, "but you use that as a learning experience of what not to do again, and move on."
Working with students on the project and
learning the history ofTwinsburg Heights
"was amazing." Showing the finished product
to everyone who was involved at the end:
"that was priceless."
The film debuted with a red carpet event
with photographers, popcorn, and candy.
"The goal was to celebrate the history, the
community, those that helped shape the lives
of many," she says.
Carter-Bishop could feel the sense of pride
that was in the air after that first screening.
The conversations that followed and "people
saying that they were inspired to do more and
be more involved in the community, was a real
highlight," she says.
"Voices of the Hill" 2. 0 is already in progress.
Carter-Bishop is planning a summer workshop
for youth in Twinsburg that will use film footage for an interactive documentary-part of
an augmented reality, or AR, application that
uses a combination of real and virtual worlds.
The final product will be a digital scavenger
hunt through the neighborhood that will
teach the history of the community while
allowing participants to continually add to it.
This will enable viewers to "experience the
film in a whole new way," she explains.

-Anne M. DiTeodoro

Film Vacation
For the last five or six years , Carolyn
Alpert, left, and her 95-years-young
mother, Sara Shipper, have been
watching films together during CIFF.
"She always loved movies," says Alpert
of her mother. But up until a few years
ago, Mom had never seen a documentary;
now she loves them.
"I feel like I've had a year at the
university," says Shipper about what she
learns from watching these true stories.
When she returns home to Dallas, she
relays these incredible stories to her
friends during dinner. A favorite was last
year's "Right Footed," about Jessica Cox,
a pilot born without arms.
They both enjoyed that one and
usually have similar tastes. Not so with
"Accidental Courtesy," about a black
musician who befriends members of the
Ku Klux Klan. Alpert loved it, and Shipper
thought it "was horrible." They agreed to
disagree on the film and had a healthy
discussion afterwards.
-Anne M. DiTeodoro
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Challenge Match
The Challenge Match is the CIFF's annual
fundraising campaign, and the only time
of the year that we ask for your support
(we do not send out solicitation letters at
any time). The challenge to you--0ur
audience-is to raise $150,000, which will
be matched by Cuyahoga Arts & Culture.

We are $20,732 closer to
reaching our goal of $150,000!
A $10 DONATION QUALIFIES YOU FOR
ONE OF THESE FABULOUS PRIZES!
THE MAKEOVER: Makeover a room
thanks to Wayside Furniture, and then
makeover yourself with a Kings Gym
membership, a new haircut at Eddy's on
Coventry, and a shopping trip to Legacy
Village. Don 't you deserve it?

A Six-Year Journey To Help
Save Lives
twas 10 years ago that "Mixed Match"
director Jeff Chiba Stearns first heard about
the problem that would ultimately take over
his life for six years.
" I was approached by a friend of mine who is
a cancer survivor," he recalls. "He let me know
that there was a young man in Vancouverwhere I'm from-who needed a bone marrow
transplant because he had leukemia, and this guy
happened to be part Asian."
Because Stearns is of mixed Japanese and
European descent, his friend hoped that he
might be a match. But at the time, it just didn't
come together.
" I had a lot of confused notions of what
that entailed," he admits. " It kind of slipped my
mind, and I don't think I ever got around to
s1gnmg up."
Four years later, he met Athena Asklipiadis,
the head of Mixed Marrow. That was when he
learned how critical the situation was becoming.
" There's an underrepresentation of mixed-race
people on the bone marrow registry, and there's
an increasing amount of people being diagnosed
these days with rare blood cancer diseases who
identify as multiethnic."
Curious to learn more, Stearns signed up
for the project of documenting the process and
following the lives of patients seeking a lifesaving match. "For me, it was a lot oflearning
and realizing that there are a lot of people out
there, hundreds, if not thousands, of people, that
are in these really dire situations and need to
find a bone marrow transplant," he says. "What
I discovered was that it was not just mixed-race
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OUR WINNING SEASON: This is the
ultimate sports prize package! We've
included tickets to Cavaliers , Indians,
and Browns games; a championship
basketball signed by Kevin Love;
merchandise and a brewery tour from
Great Lakes Brewing Company; and
packaged meats for tailgating!

This is Vancouver native Jeff Chiba Stearns' first trip to
Cleveland, and he is especially excited because one of the
families featured in the film wi ll be seeing it for the first time
this weekend . "It's great that we can share that experience
with CIFF audiences. "

people, but people who identify as particular
minority groups as well were having hard times
finding matches. It kind ofled us on the
six-year journey to make the film, to figure
out what was going on."
Although he had initially anticipated a 2014
release, he ended up postponing that to allow
the story more time to grow and develop. " I
think it's important, when you 're doing a film
like this, to be able to have time to tell the
story," he explains, "the time for a documentary
like this to breathe and allow itself to find those
narratives and those stories."
He and Asklipiadis will attend every
screening, so that they can promote their
connected bone marrow registry drives.
"We found that really important for the call to
action that the film is presenting," he says,
"turning on a light switch for people, where
they realize that this is a very easy way for
them to help."
-Lara Klaber
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Stop by the Challenge Match table in the
Tower City Cinemas lobby to donate.

Visit The Daily online edition at
www.clevelandfilm.orglfestivaVthe-daily.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT!

TODAY'S ONLINE VERSION INCLUDES:
• Some Freaks (Playing today at 3:30 p.m.)
Actor Ely Henry reflects on the eclectic
collection of strange characters he has played,
and the (comparative) normalcy of his role in
"Some Freaks. "

UNITED
Official Airline of the 41st CIFF
The Cleveland International Rim Festival receives
public support with local tax dollars from Cuyahoga
Arts & Culture, to preserve and enrich our region's
artistic and cultural heritage.

ILLUMINATE:

Some are amazed. Others are curious. But CIFF hopes all
leave illuminated.

• Catching a late-night film? If you're riding the
train to and from Tower City, you 'll want to
know these updates.
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